A Marxist interpretation of post-Communist Estonia

Bötker’s main goal is to describe and explain the factional conflicts caused by Estonia’s weak governments to be able to say, that this is the hypothesis upon which his study is based. Actually, this question function moves as a bread jumping off point for a general discussion of state-society relations as a strict guiding principle for his analysis.

In BÖTKER’S VIEW: the transition from a Soviet Estonia to an independent Estonia was not due. Not by the fact that the various factions within the “earlier” (the “earlier” class) and the “new” (the “new” class) lost contact with society—“Bevölkerungsbereinigung” and “Breitenbündnis” in the current jargon— but rather due to the growing differences between the “earlier” and the “new” class.

This is a trend, as we know, which is to be found not only in post-communist countries but in “old” democracies, as well. Fragmentation in organization and individualization of experience is a fact in both Estonia and Western Europe, argues Bötker.

The privatization of state property has also had an impact on relations between the factions within the dominant class, as manifested in party strife. Privatization has contributed to a schism or fissures between the “earlier” and the “new” groups, to understand, to explain the Estonian governments’ internal weakness during the transition. The post-1992 Estonian governments have been torn apart from within, because of capital intensity. “The weakness of the party establishment appears between those whom Bötker usually terms the “earlier” and “the new”: either, or sometimes, the “new” also made a difference. Those who profited who could afford, or who were scattered in creating the social landscape in different directions, “The other hand, dominant class members began to compete for the state-owned enterprises that were more straightforward to privatize. During the process of privatization and the ensuing fight over property distribution, Estonia rapidly developed into a “capital-intensive” country, with the rate of capital movements, and also revealing tensions between the “earlier” and the “new”, which factions were the dominant class? Which factions were the capital. This is the reason, as we know, which is to be found not only in post-communist countries but in “old” democracies, as well. Fragmentation in organization and individualization of experience is a fact in both Estonia and Western Europe, argues Bötker.

Neither “earlier” nor “new” groups have “broad and deep links to civil society.” The “earlier” groups include, “among others, those actors who had, during the years of repression, the position of brokers and contractors in civil society.” Bötker argues that growing capital intensity is what “new” groups have “broad and deep links to civil society.” The “earlier” groups include “among others, those actors who had, during the years of repression, the position of brokers and contractors in civil society.”

Bötker gives various illustrations of personal ties linking Estonian political parties and the civil and political conflicts, social movements, and voluntary associations. In 1988 he has been a visiting professor/scholar at several European and American Universities, including Michigan, 1973–1974, with the late Charles Tilly, Minneapolis, Munich, Paris and Tbilisi.
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posed the “end of the 1990s, which was the second time the “new” elite controlled the government, against Martin Laar’s leadership, ushered in a second wave of contemporaryization. But its core was the process of reorganization of the state-society interaction. But I must admit that the absence of any mention, the document, approved by the Estonian Parliament in 2002, that offers a framework for regulating the relationship between associations and the state, is all the more surprising given that ministries have more cooperation with citizens’ associations now than they had during the 1990s, and that plans exist to transfer certain public functions of state-related associations to citizens’ associations.

In summary, this book’s lack of discussion of other scholars’ alternative, or even opposing, research and interpretation is, most notably, those of many Estonian sociologists, is apparent in his discussion of the emergence of postmodern organizations. Bötker emphasizes the importance of the relationship between mass organizations and the state, and the role of the state in shaping the relationship between associations and the state. His approach is particularly useful for understanding how state-society interactions have evolved over time and how they continue to shape the relationship between society and the state. But it is striking that Bötker’s approach does not take into account the role of state-society interactions in shaping society and its organizations, both at the national and international levels. The impact of state-society interactions on society and its organizations is, however, a complex and multifaceted phenomenon that cannot be fully understood without considering the role of the state in shaping the relationship between society and the state.
mit the decision to ignore Estonia’s Russian-speaking Russians is consistent with the author’s identification of Estonia as a new country, created in the shadow of its neighbors. The concept of the state that Bötker adopts.

She has published several works on academic history and city history, including Braknits, Dröm- man om en nåtid fra stads- livet [The Dream of a Better Future] (1990), Helsingfors stadsgeschichte, 1900-1945 [The history of the city of Helsinki, 1900-1945] (1994), and Helsingfors stads- politik, 2006 [City politics, 2006] (2006), member of the Swedish College for Advanced Study (SSAI) in Uppsala. Since 1995, she has written a voluminous history of Estonia, which has hitherto been available only in the Soviet Union. Zetterberg has been able to take advantage of recent historical research, which has been done in the Soviet Union, as well as recent work on the history of Estonia, which has been published in Estonia itself.

The narrative progresses in a conventional, chronological way. The first ten pages of the book discuss the era of newly-won independence following World War II. The last ten pages are given thorough coverage, as are the decennia following World War II (“The lost independence”, “In the shadow of two great powers”). The country balanced between the East and the West. The political situation faced by the environmental movement was, to be sure, radically different in the Soviet Union, but if we, for example, look at the independence movements of the three Baltic countries, it becomes clear that the independence movements there actually began as nothing other than environmental movements. In Latvia, the environmental movement was characterized by the rapid growth of civil rights. In Estonia, independence took shape in the form of an independent university, the University of Tartu, which was founded in the same town. As a result of the dramatic changes in political and societal climate, most young Estonians were literate by the end of the 1990s.

T he power plant Ignalina in Lithuania. A majority of environmentalists in Lithuania are opposed to the nuclear power plant, which opened in 1985, and are pressing for its closure.
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